Quick facts about the College of Natural Resources

- Founded in 1929
- 3 departments
- 10 undergraduate degree programs
- 7 master’s degree programs
- 4 doctoral degree programs
- 1,350+ undergraduate students
- 400+ graduate students
- 220 faculty and staff
- 9,000+ living alumni
- 100% participation in experiential learning
- Top 10 college to study natural resources and conservation
- 85,000 acres of forest used for hands-on research
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The College of Natural Resources Ambassadors raise awareness about the College of Natural Resources on campus and in the public. We help build a better college environment for students and increase relationships between alumni and current students. The Ambassadors aim to personalize each prospective student’s experience when visiting NC State by providing one-on-one campus tours and taking the students to lunch to make them feel welcome. But the welcoming atmosphere does not stop once you get on campus. This year, we assisted with building a shack at Shack-A-Thon, organized our first ever Fall Festival, and designed the Homecoming Float to celebrate NC State’s Homecoming week! These events were a huge success, and we look forward to doing them again next year!

Members: Andrea Sellers, Brandon Smith, Zach Sansavera, Sarah Sassorossi, Taylor Mebane, Jensen Brendel, Jenna Hanks, Haley Lohr, Rachel Powell, Charlie McClay, Wesley Sloan, Alex Darr, Austin Quate, Cashie Naylor, Christina Verdi, Emily Clark, Emily Fletcher, Emmy Howell, Erika Fye, Hannah Humphrey, Jon Harrington, Mary Alvarez, Leah Babb, Paige Green, Zach Grover, Selina Cortez

Advisor: Tiffany McLean
The Engaging Leaders Program is a one-year program for first-year students in the College of Natural Resources. It's designed to equip students for their career by nurturing personal development, providing professional development with real-world applications, and challenging students to be more culturally aware. Engaging Leaders complete the program ready to excel in their college career.

Coordinator: Daniel Choi
Advisory Board: Sarah Sassorossi, Andrea Sellers, Darren Stebbins, Corey Aydlett, Landon Taylor, Hannah Shapiro, Kevin Martin, Erika Fye, Kelly Paige Arrup
Active Members: Jordan Luff, Jordan Diard, Dan Guinto, Sriya Gottumukkula, Miguel Martinez-Camposeco, Anthony Franco, Duncan Anderson, Chad Kibbe, Trevor Hinshaw, Matthew Byington, Thomas Wike, Meagan Harrison, Aubrey Greene, Jamie Cochran, Natalia Carminelli
Advisors: Shaefny Grays and Tiffany McLean
True diversity is allowing yourself to be open to difference, having an intellectual understanding of the importance of diversity and a true feeling of its importance. Only when the head and the heart work together can positive change take place. In the Community for Diversity, we work to ensure that our faculty, staff, students and alumni feel welcome. Through partnerships and collaborations with other colleges, industry, government and non-government agencies, communities, and you, we maximize our gifts to increase diversity through dialogue, work and research.

We strive to recruit, retain and increase a more diverse class of students, while collaborating with faculty on diversity issues and facilitating programs that highlight diversity in natural resources. Programs from this year include a partnership between GTI and SKEMA for a Cultural Exchange program, Neighborhood Ecology Corps., Environ-mentors program for high school students, a Diversity and Environmental Justice course, a session event for faculty and staff about how to address controversial issues in this political climate, Engaging Leaders Diversity Retreat, and many more.

Accolades this year include receiving the Outstanding College Performance Award for the sixth year in a row. The award recognizes first year students of color with a 3.2 GPA or higher at the end of the fall semester. Students were honored at the Multicultural Student Affairs Freshmen Honors Convocation. Our class was the only one with 100 percent recognition, an honor we’ve received for three years in a row, with everyone receiving a 3.5 GPA or higher.

Community for Diversity office staff: Dr. Thomas Easley (Director), Dr. Shaefny Grays (Associate Director), Selina Cortez (office assistant), Gregory Power (TA), Carmen Swinger (TA), Valentina Quintero (TA)
The International Society of Tropical Foresters (ISTF) is a student-run organization dedicated to enhancing the international dimension of forestry and natural resources at NC State, with an emphasis on tropical issues. The club supports not only international programs in the College of Natural Resources, but also the personal and professional development of all ISTF members. Members help raise funds for activities by selling t-shirts, tote bags and coffee in the lobbies of Biltmore and Jordan Hall. Our activities include regular meetings with invited speakers and organizing symposiums or field trips. This year, we organized a trip to the 23rd Annual ISTF Conference at the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies. The conference focused on “Tropical Forests in a Connected World: Collaborative Solutions for a Sustainable Future” and some of our members presented on topics related to tropical forests for sustainable development.

Co-Presidents: Bruno Kanieski Da Silva and Matthew Jurjonas
Treasurer: Henrique Scolforo
CNR Council Rep: Martha Salas
Advisor: Dr. Erin Sills
Members: Tarik Durmus, Ana Castillo, Alexander Fish, Bruno Kanieski, Matthew Jurjonas, Matthew Snider, Mujtaba Bashari, Meredith Hovis, Rene Valdez, Martha Salas, Tasha King, Mary Elmer, Jose Jimenez, Mariana Vedovello, Juan Pedro Posse, Henrique Scolforo, Laura Belica
The Leopold Wildlife Club is the student chapter of The Wildlife Society at NC State. We are dedicated to providing professional development, networking, extracurricular training, and social events for students interested in the wildlife field.

President: Lucas Bobay
Vice President: Mark Turner
Secretary: Dominique DiLandro
Treasurer: Shannon Ryan
Fundraising Coordinator: Ryan Beeson
Outreach Coordinator: Moriah Boggess
CNR Council Rep: Justin Hill
Advisors: Drs. Chris Moorman and Lara Pacifici
Active Members: Sarah Bailey, Ryan Beeson, Carson Billings, Lucas Bobay, Moriah Boggess, April Boggs, Will Casola, Daniel Choi, Lindsay Clontz, Ben Decker, Dominique DiLandro, Elisabeth Frasch, Justin Hill, Sam Jolly, Edward Landi, Patrick Lynch, Madi McDiarmid, Austin Mueller, Megan Owens, Shannon Ryan, D.J. Salyer, Ethan Smith, Mark Turner, Alison VanVorst, Jake Veilleux
Minorities in Agriculture, Natural Resources and Related Sciences (MANRRS) was chartered in 1998 and is jointly sponsored by the College of Natural Resources and the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. We provide students with professional, community and personal development opportunities and strive for the inclusion, achievement and advancement of all people in the agricultural sciences. MANRRS provides a community for minorities in agricultural, natural resources and related sciences to get together, network and learn.

**President:** Selina McKoy  
**Treasurer:** Brandi Cordell  
**Vice President:** Nashea Williams  
**CNR Council Rep and Historian:** Carmen Swinger  
**CNR Council Rep and Secretary:** Chantel Williams  
**Agri-Life Reps:** Jourdan Blair and Safari Richardson  
**Advisor:** Thomas Easley  
**Active members:** Safari Richardson, Jourdan Blair, Selina McKoy, Carmen Swinger, Chantel Williams, Sabriya Dobbins, Nashea Williams, Brandi Cordell, Jasmine Braswell, Shirlee Evans, Wynter Adams
We are the first college chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF) and have been a club for 11 years. We raise money for the conservation of wild turkeys and help preserve our hunting heritage by sponsoring events that give youth and non-hunters the opportunity to learn more about hunting. We host a banquet each year where we raise money to donate to the North Carolina State Chapter NWTF. We also hosted a Turkey Hunters Care Event, where we raised money to buy turkeys to donate to the Raleigh Rescue Mission for thanksgiving.

President: Jessie Powell  
Vice President: John Kittrell  
Treasurer: Luke Huffines  
Secretary: Lindsey Bowers  
Advisor: Dr. Jesse Grimes  
Professional Golf Management (PGM) Club is the club affiliate of the PGA Golf Management program. Through the PGM program, we get hands-on experience through 16 months of internships. Our students have completed these internships all across the country and in different countries, like New Zealand. The PGM Club helps bring the program together to create a family atmosphere that enables us to succeed.

NC State participated in the 2016 PGA Jones Cup in Port St. Lucie, Fla., with the other 18 PGA accredited PGM programs. NC State finished third with a strong second round.

President: Ryan Finn
Vice President: Kevin Martin
Secretary: Tim Jennings
Treasurer: Adam Gabbey
Tournament Chairmen: Pitch Riley and Ryan Miller
Social Chair: Kendall Jane Vaughn
Alumni Relations: Conor Hannan
Advisor: Andy Betz
Rho Phi Lambda is an honor fraternity for the top academic students in the Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management. As a club, Rho Phi Lambda provides opportunities for personal and professional development. We are always looking for avenues to better equip Rho members for the profession, and we have a ton of fun doing it!

**President:** Brandon Smith  
**Vice President:** Luis Gimenez-Madill (Spring), Hannah Grady (Fall)  
**Secretary:** Kaylee Williams  
**Treasurer:** Cassidy Edwards (Spring), Lea Austin (Fall)  
**CNR Council Rep:** Logan Haynes  
**Social Chair:** Matt Arnold  
**Service Chair:** Paige King  
**Professional Development Chair:** Eliza Butts  
**Alumni Relations Chairs:** Zach Sansavera, Hannah Humphrey  
**Silent Auction Chair:** Andrea Sellers  
**Recruitment Chairs:** Kimberly Mueller, Emily Fletcher (Spring), Allison Gupton (Fall)  
**Historian:** Emily Fletcher  
**Advisor:** Annette Moore  
**Active Members:** Tori Jones, William Phillips, Alex Nagle, Allison Gupton, Amy Jones, Andrea Sellers, Anna Bagwell, Anthony Greene, Brandon Smith, Caroline Griffen, Cashie Naylor, Cassidy Edwards, Catherine Kitchen, Courtney Melvin, Daniel Farmer, Dennis Chinault, Eliza Butts, Emily Fletcher, Emily King, Emma Muller, Gabriela Wells, Gerard O’Connell, Hannah Humphrey, Jalen Courts, Jessica Kraus, Kayla Phillips, Kaylee Williams, Kimberly Mueller, Kristian Harris, Lauren Velasco, Lea Austin, Leah Babb, Leah Miller, Luis Gimenez-Madill, Marissa Boykin, Matthew Arnold, Michael Richardson, Robert Kinniburgh, Sarah McGee, Zachary Sansavera, Courtney Kendall, Logan Haynes
The Society of American Foresters is a professional organization that brings students and professionals of Forest Management together to share new research and insights, as well as brainstorm and improve the nation's forests through management. As the future foresters of the country, our student chapter seeks to improve our understanding of the profession while having fun and building connections. Our annual events include our Wilderness Expedition and trip to the SAF National Convention, APSAF Meeting, Arbor Day, and Stream Clean-Up.

**President:** William Tulloss  
**Vice President:** Brandon Outen  
**Secretary/Treasurer:** Justin Cain  
**CNR Council Rep:** Sylvia Weir  
**Advisor:** Dr. Joe Roise  
**Active Members:** Dillon Dunn, Darren Stebbins, John Williams, Dylan Southard, Gabriel Poole, Timothy Carpenter, Jared Lucas, Preston Millsaps, Trevor Setzer, Karen Cepero-Perez, Scott Bailey, Laurel Kays, Rachel Jessup, Garrick Logue, Priscilla Morris, Wesley Harris, Jordan Luff, Jennifer Evans, William Tulloss, Sylvia Weir, Amy Gershman, Christopher Cohrs, April Meeks

"Like winds and sunsets, wild things were taken for granted until progress began to do away with them. Now we face the question whether a still higher ‘standard of living’ is worth its cost in things natural, wild and free. For us, the foresters, the opportunity to see geese is more important than twitter." – Aldo Leopold
The Student Association for Fire Ecology (SAFE) is an organization which promotes fire ecology through prescribed fire implementation, public outreach, education and professional development. This year, we assisted in organizing a prescribed fire on the Schenck Forest during the Spring 2016 semester to promote fire ecology awareness and enhance student training.

President: Darren Stebbins
Vice President/CNR Council Rep: Chris Dunham
Treasurer: John Williams
Secretary: Per Frisk
Advisor: Dr. Joe Roise
Active Members: Darren Stebbins, Chris Dunham, Per Frisk, John Williams, Connor Nesbitt, Nathaniel Brooks, Kenneth Dunn
The Sport Management Club is for Sport Management majors within the College of Natural Resources. We offer networking, host various speakers from the sport industry, and discuss current events in the sport world. We also host Pack Play 180, an after-school event at Bugg Elementary, that promotes good sportsmanship and healthy lifestyles for kids ages 6-12. Each year the Sport Management Club travels to the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit, hosted by UNC-Chapel Hill. The event shares the latest research in basketball analytics from leading experts, including Ken Pomeroy, professionals from the NBA, and more!

President: Clay Long
Vice President: Jensen Brendel
Treasurer: Ian Oehring
Secretary: Tristan Elledge
Marketing Chairs: Mike Richardson, Nicole Szkola
Philanthropy Chairs: Cal Maxwell, James Mauny
Senior Rep: Jalen Courts
Junior Rep: Drew Gosselin
Sophomore Rep: Jason Bacherman
Freshman Rep: John Furr
TAPPI is an organization that helps Paper Science and Engineering students improve their knowledge and professional development skills by connecting education to the paper industry. TAPPI helps sponsor events and trips for students to network with industry professionals and other students, as well as give back to the community and profession through volunteering. Members (32) attended the TAPPI Student Summit in Cincinnati, Ohio. Students were given the opportunity to collaborate with students from other universities. They also gained valuable insight to help facilitate professional advancement and were able to interview with industry professionals for internships and full-time employment.

President: Alexander May
Vice President: Alexandra Hight
Advisor: Dr. Med Byrd
The NC State Work Crew is comprised of students who receive scholarships, funded through the College of Natural Resources, to enhance the college’s forests throughout the state. The forests that receive the most work are the Carl Alwin Schenck Forest in Raleigh and the G.W. Hill Demonstration Forest in Bahama. We conduct many different forest management techniques, such as: prescribed fire, herbicide treatment, bull dozing, trail clearing, wildlife management, timber marking, timber sale, and much more.
Xi Sigma Pi is the only national scholastic honor society that recognizes achievement in forestry and environmental resources education. The society was founded at the University of Washington in 1908. The Mu Chapter at NC State was added in 1940 as the first chapter in the Southern Region of the United States. There are only 11 chapters in the United States older than our chapter. Membership is by invitation only.

The objectives of the society are to secure and maintain a high standard of scholarship in natural resources education, to work for the improvement of natural resources professions, and to promote a fraternal spirit among those engaged in activities related to natural resources.

Each year the society holds an annual banquet for the induction of new members into Xi Sigma Pi. Inductees and current members enjoy a social gathering, dinner, and an induction ceremony. In April 2017 the society inducted about 40 new members at the annual banquet.

President: Dillon Dunn  
Vice President: Jarratt Broadwell  
Ranger: Ashley Herrin  
Chapter Advisor: Dr. Richard R. Braham
CNR Council
The CNR Council serves as the unified voice of all students in the College of Natural Resources. The group is composed of representatives from all recognized student organizations in the college. We meet monthly to discuss current issues, problems, achievements and concerns, as well as develop ideas for better serving students. We are responsible for allocating funds each year to student organizations to provide support for various activities, as well as helping publish the Pinetum.

CNR Ambassadors Rep: Rachel Powell
CNR Engaging Leaders Rep: Daniel Choi
CNR Senators Rep: Haley Lohr
Environmental Educators Club Rep: Braiden Quinlan
Forestry Club Rep: Luke Huffines
ISTF Rep: Martha Salas
Leopold Wildlife Club Rep: Justin Hill
MANRRS Reps: Chantel Williams, Carmen Swinger
PGM Club Rep: Tim Jennings
QDMA Rep: Moriah Boggess
Rho Phi Lambda Rep: Logan Haynes
SAF Rep: Sylvia Weir
SAFE Rep: Chris Dunham
Sport Management Club Rep: Tristan Elledge
TAPPI Rep: Bradley Cooper
Wolfpack Environmental Student Association Rep: Patrick Conner
Advisor: Dr. Adrianna Kirkman

CNR Senators
The NC State Student Senate was really busy this year and passed a number of sustainability bills, including a bill encouraging NC State to commit to 100 percent renewable energy. We also worked to make sure our students feel safe and supported on campus.

Senators: Majesty Allah, Chase Connor, Haley Lohr

CNR Women in Science Discussion Group
The goal of the Women in Science Discussion Group is to champion the interests of women through a peer support and mentorship network that addresses the challenges faced by women in science and focuses on tangible ways for us to achieve our goals.

Every weekly meeting starts with a 10-15 minute video, followed by a discussion. There is no preparation required and everyone starts from the same place with the same information. We’ve talked about different types of bias – how they emerge, how they affect women, and some strategies for pointing out and addressing these biases. We’ve discussed leadership and team-building, communication, and work-life balance. We invite women from across the University to share their experiences and the tools and strategies they’ve found most useful in their careers. We have a great “inter-generational” mix of participants - from graduate students, to newly appointed assistant professors, to full professors and even our College Dean - which provides a broad spectrum of experiences that ensures depth in the mentoring and peer support networks. It’s very empowering to have a network of mentors, sponsors and friends!

Environmental Sciences Ambassadors
The Environmental Sciences (ES) program selects students from the program to serve as ambassadors each year. Our enthusiastic and knowledgeable students host and participate in university events, recruit new students, provide support, and promote the program. All ambassadors demonstrate great leadership and communications skills, NC State pride and academic achievement across a diversity of focal areas with the ES program. We participate in University Open House, Service Raleigh Adopt a Stream Project, ES Focal Area Exploration Event, ES Transfer Information Sessions and more events throughout the year.

Active Members: Aaron Springer, Abby Frankenfield, Austin Bowman, Claire Walczyk, Deirdre An, Jessica Citrola, Jessica Westervelt, Mary Summers Rogers, Pierce Lawrence, Zoe Eischen
Advisor: Erin Champion

Forestry Club
The Forestry Club competes in technical and manual events using tools of the trade. Each year, we host Rolleo at Schenck Forest, bringing southeastern forestry schools together for friendly competition.

President: Hunter Thompson
Treasurer: Trevor Setzer
Woodsman Captains: Garrick Logue, Traclyne Allison
Fire Wood Chair: Dell Connor
Advisor: Dr. Joe Roise

Active Members: Trevor Setzer, Hunter Thompson, Luke Huffines, Garrick Logue, David Thorp, Vince Bradshaw, Amanda Simmons, Rachel Burris, Michael Botorff, Wren Gershman, Jared Lucas, Matt Carpender, Drew Kendall, Dell Connor, Traclyne Allison

Environmental Education Club
Our club exposes K-8 students to environmental science in interactive and accessible ways to foster interest and inspire environmental protection. Members create lesson plans, teach students and participate in outreach events. We are both a service and professional organization that helps students earn their Environmental Educator’s Certification.
Forest Management students spend nine weeks at summer camp completing courses in forest measurements, plant community ecology, silviculture, fire and wildlife management. Students spend time at Hill Demonstration Forest, Croatan National Forest on the coast and Pisgah National Forest in the mountains. Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology students complete a 6-week summer camp at Hill Forest, the coast of Morehead City and Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
Welcome to the College of Natural Resources class of 2020! All new students to the college were invited to visit our outdoor learning lab at Schenck Forest this fall. From the NC State Ropes Course to hands-on demonstrations, games, food and more, we hope you felt right at home.
Our North Carolina State and National Parks turned 100 this year! To celebrate a century of parks, we hosted 10 events and activities throughout the fall semester. From a birthday party on the brickyard to a trail maintenance day to an Instagram photo contest (#CenturyofParksNCState) to a screening of The Plow that Broke the Plains to an Evening with John Muir with actor Lee Stetson and many more events, we sparked conversation and excitement about spending time in nature and the importance of our park system.
As the reigning champion of Shack-A-Thon for the past two years with a log cabin shack and a bamboo shack, the College of Natural Resources continued their winning streak by thinking outside the box with a cardboard windmill-shaped shack provided by the Packaging Corporation of America. Our team raised $4,486, putting the college 4th place overall, and received the ‘Most Sustainable Shack’ Award. The friendly campus-wide competition helped raise $65,000 for the Wake County Habitat for Humanity Build-A-Block campaign, which built 11 townhomes on Lake Wheeler Rd.
Sport Management major Lucas Kozeniesky competed in the men's 10-meter air rifle competition and Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology major Ryan Held took home the gold as the third leg of the men's 4x100 freestyle relay at the 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro. Both were excited to represent the USA at their Olympic debut.
HOMECOMING
Each year, the Forestry Club hosts Rolleo at Schenck Forest, bringing together all the southeastern forestry schools for friendly competition in technical and manual events.
The Wildlife Society (TWS) student chapters host regional conclaves each year to provide college students with valuable hands-on training in wildlife management and conservation. Activities include field trips, field competitions, game-calling competitions, quiz bowl, art and photography contests, and many opportunities for professional development.

The Southeastern Wildlife Conclave promotes networking and cooperation among students, faculty and professionals, while developing new knowledge and skills. NC State’s student chapter finished second overall at the 2017 Conclave held at Mississippi State University. Other award winners included first place in Unmanipulated Photography and first place in Landscape Photography (Lucas Bobay), First place in drawing (Elisabeth Frasch), first place in Rifle (April Boggs), first place in Turkey Calling (Mark Turner), second place in Painting (Madi McDiarmid), third place in Field Photography and third place in Trail Camera Photography (Moriah Boggess), and third place in Waterfowl Calling (Ryan Beeson).
SIXTH ANNUAL WILD FOOD SUPPER
GRADUATION
SUMMER 2016

Department of Forest Biomaterials

Master of Science in Forest Biomaterials
Tiago De Assis

Bachelor of Science in Paper Science and Engineering
Zecharias Z. Fasica

Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Materials and Technology
Ravi Soneja

Department of Forestry and Environmental Resources

Doctor of Philosophy in Forestry and Environmental Resources
James A. Jeuck
Andrew David McEachran
Yu Takeuchi

Master of Science in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Jason Matthew Winiarski

Master of Science in Forestry
Sibel Ozen
Jason Allen Payne
Logan Hunter Roise

Master of Natural Resources
Tiantian Shen

Master of Science in Natural Resources
Cristina Pilar Vila Ruiz

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Sciences
Shealyn R. Elstein
Daniel Paul Franceschina
Hanna Woldmariam

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Technology
Cameron J. Agliardo
Diego J. Cancel
Logan Cole
Christopher Edward Denton
Victor A. Harrison
LeKurt Shontavis Jenrette
Laura Flynn Johnson
Matthew Maury ap Catesby Jones
Sara Beth Lorette
Brandon Charles Rowell

Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management

Doctor of Philosophy in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Gareth James Jones

Master of Science in Natural Resources
Eric Austin Thompson

Master of Parks, Recreation, Tourism and Sport Management
Lester Sherard Clinkscales
Desiree Nichole Driver
Adam Michael Heinrich

Master of Science in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Bruno M. Simoes Ferreira

Bachelor of Science in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Melissa Dalton Cummings
Hunter Cole Feezor
Claire Elizabeth Foster
Thomas Henry Garnto, Jr.
Darius Jaraun Hargrove
Ian Harris
Benjamin Andrew Herman
Casey R. Kenner
Sarah Joy Lewis
Maria Isabella Lopez
Pratt Lee Maynard
David Powell Nanney III
Emily Taylor Picart
Adam Jamal Qadura
Emily K. Reeves
Elizabeth Thorne Sharpe
Madason Lee Tillman

Bachelor of Science in Professional Golf Management
Josua Will Lowder
Bobby Gray Roberts III
David R. Schaaf

Bachelor of Science in Sport Management
Alyson Marie Bachner
Lillian Ann Bartholomew
Brandon Wesley Burke
Daniel Warren Cliff
Jason Reid Coveney
Jason Matthew Deana
Mitchell Gray Dotson
Seth Eric Ferrell
Genevieve Reza Coggins
Gholizadeh
Jordan Langston Hall
Maggie Ann Hawkins
William Jarrel Horton

Kevin Donald Pusak
Isaac Smith
Ashley Leigh Sutton
Brittni E. Watkins
Nevin Wisnoski
Michaela Jayne Woodford

FALL 2016

Department of Forest Biomaterials

Doctor of Philosophy in Forest Biomaterials
Ryan Richard Barton
Consuelo Fritz
Xiaomin Lu

Master of Science in Forest Biomaterials
Tyler Gregory Hays
Yuhan Wang

Bachelor of Science in Paper Science and Engineering
Kimberly Sue Abrams
Matthew Ashcraft
Ryan Montel Barnes
Adew Paul Chatelain
Grant Ethan Clark
Samuel P. Hoeferkamp
Remus Brenton Lee

Joshua Nicholas Martin
Matthew J. Meinzer
Robert James Oglesby
William Gardner Pittman
Samuel James Porter
Anna Camille Read Russell
Matthew Joseph Skinner
Benjamin Neal Slaydon
Eric Christopher Townson
James Thomas Vislocky
Christopher R. Westerbeck

Department of Forestry and Environmental Resources

Doctor of Philosophy in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Nathan James Hostetter

Doctor of Philosophy in Forestry and Environmental Resources
Shawn Dayson Shifflett

Master of Environmental Assessment
Rebecca L. Bryan

Master of Forestry
Kevin Harnish

Master of Geospatial Information Science and Technology
Seth R. Church
Anthony Edward Fairfax
Molly Kathryn Foley
Dana Christopher Hartley
Patrick Russell Murphy
Pamela Lee Slater
Cherie Aline Southwick
Robert Edward Toomey
Master of Natural Resources  
Mary Virginia Elmer  
Bethany Ann Harvey  
Julia Maddalin Janaro  
Heather-Diane M. Meech

Master of Science in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology  
Conner RIchrd Burke  
Michael David Drake  
James Wagner Hody  
Mark Austin McAlister  
Andy David Richardson

Master of Science in Forestry  
Nathan G. Thomas  
Ana C. Zamora

Master of Science in Natural Resources  
Joseph Anthony Direnzo

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Sciences  
Taylor G. Adcox  
Shawn Jiwon Blazer  
Joseph Coy Bolding  
Erika Wynne Bonnema  
Ryan C. Coco  
Kevin Daniel Coyle  
Cody Patrick Gaudlip  
Elliott Griffin Holmes  
Zebedee James  
Sulaimon A. Kassim  
Dashiel Hunt Kochhar  
Charlotte F. Mendes  
Peter Alexander Olynick  
Justin Iee Ormiston  
Emma G. Phillips  
Hannah Sue Rank  
Jacqueline Ruiz  
Patricia Hoyos Sabby  
Benjamin C. Stroud  
Jordan Alexander Tehrani  
Shundong Yu

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Technology  
Joshua R. Condray  
Patrick Spencer Donovan  
Brenna Leigh Garner  
Robert A. Goddypoontz  
Alexander Todd Johnson  
Blake Andrew Johnson  
Christopher D. Kuczkowski  
Joshua Duncan McRae  
Samuel A. Mennear II  
Mary Roan Ramos Santos  
Corey A. Shive  
Jeffrey Daniel Stickland  
Charles Dara Thach

Bachelor of Science in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology  
Cary Sue Allen  
Robert Orin Beazley  
Haley Jeanne Doty  
John Charles Eaton, Jr.  
Andrew Daulton Gerringer  
Dalton James Kaylor  
Austin Ty Kennedy  
Genna Kay King  
Jessicda Anne Maynor  
Rebecca Mie Nishida  
William Tanner Payne  
Kyra Lauren Pruitt  
Allison Lynnette Todd  
Rebecca Elizabeth Venezia  
Wilson Xiong

Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources  
Jackson R. Mathis  
Joshua Harden Simkins

Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management

Master of Science in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management  
Tian Guo

Master of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management  
Beverly Gladys Vause

Master of Parks, Recreation, Tourism and Sport Management  
Eric Michael Ahn  
Robert Eugene Carter  
Brittany Lynn Grantham  
Jeffrey Blake Green  
Allison Ham  
Lauren McKenzie Wilson

Master of Science in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management  
Colleen Patricia Dougherty
Bachelor of Science in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Megan Sheppard Berkey
Taylor Bryshawn Berry
Cameron T. Biddlecome
Miranda Esperanza Day
Robert William Deaton
Kyle Adrian Doss
Connor Brice Edwards
John Reece Elliott
Hannah Michelle Grady
Joshua Forrest Hancock
Kelsey Lynn Hoglund
Nathan Reese Miller
Lauren Christine Pipkin
Lauren Michelle Presley
Jeffrey Bradford Riddle
Matthew David Sugg
Brenna Noel Weston

Bachelor of Science in Professional Golf Management
Kyle Andrew Brown
Dylan Ferald Frank
Richard Benjamin Justus
Andrew Christian Rogers

Bachelor of Science in Sport Management
Christopher Michael Abba
Logan William Allen
Julia Louise Banks
Devonte Rashad Battle
Austin Gerard Berrios
Drew Allen Bowman
Addison Scott Braswell
Kaitlyn Marie Camp
Bra’Lon C. Cherry
Carl Cecil Churchill
Kiersten M. Fisher
Taylor Mitchell Fleig
Logan Harrell
Terry McKinley Henderson
Augusta Jean James
Keaton Anthony Labanca
Ashley Lynn Lane
Joshua Mills Lee
Mitchell Tucker Lewis
Giovanni Medoro
Kevin James Miller
Yolanda G. Munoz
Aaron Murray
Sarah Nicole Owens
Lauren Chastain Pederson
Kristen Sanford
Zackery Cole Sargent
William Zachary Simons
Logan Matthew Sims
Alexandria Y. Skerlos
Brittany Ann Stanko
Coleman T. von Lehmden
Timothy James Winslow
Lewis Edward Wright

SPRING 2017

Department of Forest Biomaterials

Doctor of Philosophy in Forest Biomaterials
Charles Culbertson
Seyed Ali Haji Mirza Tayeb

Master of Forest Biomaterials
Scott Stamey

Bachelor of Science in Paper Science and Engineering
Nicholas Brandquist
Roland Cady
Bradley Davis
Madeleine Foster
Steven Gillespie
Kevin Hamm
Nathaniel Harmon
Kayla Hubert
Steven Jones
Joo Lee
Julian Marrero
William Mason
William Morgan
Sarah Sassorossi
Charles Southard
Mason Umlauf
Julia Woods

Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Materials and Technology
Andrew Bird
Courtney Brown
Richard Cabrera
Georgia Daniel
Nathan Hiser
Samuel Johnson
Charly Miguel
Clare Morganelli
Jonathan Newbold
Nathan Niles
William Nollenberger
Jamieson Stapleton
Botond Szep
John Walsh

Bachelor of Science in Wood Products
John Metzler
Dajonna Williams
Department of Forestry and Environmental Resources

Doctor of Philosophy in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Ellinor Sahlen

Doctor of Philosophy in Forestry and Environmental Resources
Brendan Harmon
Chelsey Walden-Schreiner

Master of Environmental Assessment
Emily Hilburn

Master of Geospatial Information Science and Technology
Karen Andres
Rebecca Bayham
Nicole Borgstrom
Kacey Cummings
Catherine Heindel
Claire Huang
Michael SigRist
Nathaniel Simmons

Master of Science in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Lindsey Garner

Master of Natural Resources
Martin Gallagher
Benjamin Lingley

Master of Science in Forestry
Midhun Mohan
Ashley Newby

Master of Science in Natural Resources
William Caldwell
Erin Crouse
Damien Singh Babra
Kelly Sulttes

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Sciences
Kendall Cooper
Dane Everitt
Lauren Frey
Per Frisk
Brooke Ganser
Alexandra Gizzi
Katherine Jones
Allison Kenlan
Doua Lor
Kyle McKeel
Vincent Mollo
Thomas Ohmen

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Technology
Corey Aydlett
Ryan Canipe
Austin Council
Brooke Ganser

Charles Goodwin
Adam Gray
Joshua Harvey
Tyler Hufnal
Dalton Johnson
Taylor Mebane
Eryn Molloy
Joshua Moose
James Odom
Benjamin Payne
Bridget Peed
Maxwell Winter

Bachelor of Science in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Mckenzie Bauman
Ryan Beeson
Carson Billings
William Bostic
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